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ndigenous communities of tropical regions have assembled
sophisticated knowledge about plants and their services (1–3),
which has significantly enhanced local livelihoods (4) and global
economies (5, 6) (Fig. 1). Unlike the burning of the Library of
Alexandria, however, the knowledge acquired by nonliterate
societies may vanish in silence (7–10). Recently, platforms such
as the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services have recognized the need to incorporate into science assessments and policy the underexplored
role that culture plays in enhancing the beneficial contributions
of nature to people (11–13). So far, however, studies of indigenous knowledge of plant services are typically affected by
two sets of limitations. First, these studies are based on aggregate
indicators such as the number of uses, useful species, or uses per
species known within a community (14), leaving out essential
information on the identity of species and uses and their relationships. Second, previous studies have generally documented
knowledge at small scales or within few ethnic groups. As a result, we miss the macroscopic insights needed to assess the regional turnover of knowledge and its resilience to localized loss
of plant species and cultural heritage. Here, we fill these gaps by
addressing how knowledge about plant services held by 57
Neotropical indigenous communities (Fig. 2A) is structured locally, how it changes regionally, and how it is eroded by the
progressive loss of biological and cultural heritage. We do so by
depicting indigenous knowledge networks as bipartite graphs, in
which nodes on one set represent plant species, nodes on the
other set represent plant services, and a link connecting a plant
species to a service indicates that the indigenous community
knows that the plant provides them that service (Fig. 2B). We
refer to links as indigenous knowledge because they convey
people’s discovery of a particular service provided by a given
plant. Our macroecological approach, in turn, allows us to link
these local knowledge networks to the regional pool of knowledge.
Our study area in northwestern South America is exceptionally
rich in biocultural diversity: it is home to c. 110 indigenous ethnic
groups, the Amazon wilderness area, and the Andes and Chocó
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biodiversity hotspots (Fig. 2A). We focus on palms (Arecaceae),
one of the most economically important plant families in the
tropics (15), which provide essential ecosystem services to inhabitants in our study area (14). During 18 mo of fieldwork,
interviews were conducted with inhabitants from 57 communities
about the services forest palms provide, following a standard
protocol (16). Communities knew a range of 7–41 palm species
(mean ± SD, 17.8 ± 8.4 species) and 12–94 palm services
(mean ± SD, 36.4 ± 18.5 services; SI Appendix, Table S1). These
services span the hierarchy of human needs from human nutrition and medicine to ritual and spiritual needs (Fig. 1) (17).
We start by addressing how biological and cultural heritage
jointly influence the structure of indigenous knowledge networks
across our study area. We do so by decomposing the total dissimilarity in knowledge networks for every pair of indigenous
communities (β) into the components of plants and services (node
turnover; βbio) and indigenous knowledge turnover (link turnover;
βcul), respectively (18) (Fig. 3A). In addition, we calculated the
relative importance of each component, dividing each component
of turnover by the overall turnover, to indicate to what extent
knowledge networks are mainly shaped by the biological or cultural heritage of indigenous communities. We found that total
dissimilarity in knowledge increases linearly with the turnover in
plants and services (nodes). Indigenous knowledge (link) turnover
was weakly related to turnover in species composition, highlighting
that turnover in cultural preferences adds complementary information to understanding total network dissimilarity. Our results
show that communities share only moderate amounts of knowledge, even about shared species. Notably, we found that the
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Indigenous communities rely extensively on plants for food, shelter,
and medicine. It is still unknown, however, to what degree their
survival is jeopardized by the loss of either plant species or
knowledge about their services. To fill this gap, here we introduce
indigenous knowledge networks describing the wisdom of indigenous people on plant species and the services they provide. Our
results across 57 Neotropical communities show that cultural heritage is as important as plants for preserving indigenous knowledge
both locally and regionally. Indeed, knowledge networks collapse as
fast when plant species are driven extinct as when cultural diffusion,
either within or among communities, is lost. But it is the joint loss of
plant species and knowledge that erodes these networks at a much
higher rate. Our findings pave the road toward integrative policies
that recognize more explicitly the inseparable links between cultural
and biological heritage.
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Fig. 1. Indigenous knowledge of plant services. Daily life in indigenous communities where palm products play a central role: (1) Macuna using Astrocaryum
jauari fruits as fish bait. (2) Tikuna selling a souvenir bow made from Iriartea deltoidea stem. (3) Carijona using Iriartella setigera blowgun to hunt. (4) Edible
beetle grubs from the felled and decaying stems of Bactris gasipaes. (5) Yucuna using mortar made from the stem of Bactris gasipaes to pound coca leaves
that are ritually chewed. (6) Split Socratea exorrhiza stems as house walls and floors. (7) Embera house thatched with Welfia regia. (8) Cofán extracting edible
oil from Oenocarpus bataua fruits. (9) Achuar eating Mauritia flexuosa fruits. (10) Tsa’chila playing the marimba instrument made from Iriartea deltoidea
stems. Image courtesy of Susana Cámara-Leret (artist).

relative contribution of biological and cultural heritage was similar, at ∼50% (range, 0.15–0.91 and 0.09–0.85, respectively; Fig.
3B). In other words, variation in the realization of ecosystem
services in the study area is as strongly constrained by turnover in
the biological and the cultural dimensions.
Next, we quantify to what extent the total knowledge of the
services provided by plants is distributed across the different indigenous communities. This serves to identify whether communities are equivalent in terms of their local knowledge, or whether
there are a few keystone communities. To do so, we first aggregate
the knowledge networks of all local communities to build what we
refer to as the indigenous knowledge metaweb (i.e., the global
knowledge that communities have of the services provided by all
plants occurring in the study area). Second, we calculate the dissimilarity (β′) of each local community to the indigenous knowledge metaweb. We found a twofold range of variability in this
amount across communities (range, 0.27–0.57; mean, 0.41 ± 0.07),
indicating strong variation between communities in their dissimilarity to the metaweb. Eight communities, for example, have a
significantly larger amount of knowledge (Methods), and can
therefore be considered culturally keystone communities. Differences in the dissimilarity of local communities to the metaweb
were unrelated to the fraction of species each community contained, or to community population size, but were significantly and
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negatively related to the number of informants and to the fraction
of services in relation to the metaweb (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Thus,
keystone communities are not as defined by their species pool but,
rather, by their people’s knowledge. We hypothesize this may be
analogous to the species–area relationship of biogeography (19),
whereby as human communities grow in size, their ability to explore nature’s services may increase, fostering more innovations.
Interestingly, communities with a similar use of shared plants do
not account for a similar proportion of the metaweb (SI Appendix,
Fig. S3). Such an absence of redundancy means that in theory,
both communities would have to be conserved to represent the
total pool of knowledge.
To better understand what drives the turnover in knowledge
across communities, we explored the role of horizontal and vertical information diffusion (20). Under a horizontal diffusion
scenario, communities would share more knowledge with their
geographical neighbors. Alternatively, under a vertical diffusion
scenario, communities would share more knowledge with closely
related kin. To test for cultural proximity, we used two measures
of linguistic distance: a binary index that quantifies the presence/
absence of languages in each community and a quantitative index
of the fraction of societal members speaking each language. We
ran Mantel tests to explore whether differences between knowledge networks were related to geographic or linguistic distance
Cámara-Leret et al.

between communities. We found that correlations between components of knowledge networks and geographic distance were in
most cases statistically significant (SI Appendix, Table S2), supporting the notion that differences in knowledge increase as
communities are farther apart. Interestingly, we found that communities that share knowledge about shared plant species were
not necessarily geographically closer. Linguistic distance was also
statistically significantly correlated with knowledge turnover. However, this was no longer the case, or correlations were very low, when
we partialled out the effect of geographic distance (SI Appendix,
Table S2). This indicates that knowledge about nature’s services

has a strong horizontal diffusion component (21), underpinned
by floristic similarity (22).
The loss of knowledge about nature’s services and its effect on
the metaweb cannot be understood by studying local communities
in isolation. Accordingly, we examined how the simulated loss of
species (plant nodes) or knowledge (links) across communities
affects the robustness of the metaweb. Because species extinction
is mainly driven by habitat loss and species with small geographic
ranges tend to have a higher extinction threat (23), we removed
plant species following the inverse order of their geographic range.
Also, because knowledge extinction will happen faster for links

Fig. 3. Plant and knowledge turnover among local indigenous knowledge networks. (A) The presence of different species in two given communities can lead
to different knowledge about nature’s services (red arrows). Knowledge about shared species between communities may be either shared (black arrows), or
not (blue arrows). (B) Boxplots showing the total knowledge network turnover across the 57 communities studied and the components resulting from
turnover in biological heritage (nodes) and cultural heritage (links), respectively.
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Fig. 2. Geographic distribution of the communities studied and the architecture of indigenous knowledge networks. (A) Map of northwestern South
America showing the geographic location of the 57 communities. (B) Example of three local knowledge networks (indicated by the colored dots in the map).
Nodes under the green palm and black house symbols represent plant species and plant services, respectively. A link between two nodes indicates the
knowledge the indigenous community has on the plant service provided by that plant species. For names of communities, see SI Appendix, Fig. S1.

cited in one versus several communities, we first removed the
least-cited links from the metaweb. We then measured how the
fraction of removed plant nodes or links affects the mean size of the
largest remaining cluster, a measure of network robustness (24),
after 1,000 simulations (Methods and Fig. 4). We found that the size
of the largest cluster decreases at least as fast when knowledge is
lost as when plant species are driven extinct. This indicates that,
although plant loss threatens human well-being (25), loss of cultural
heritage is equally important in constraining our realization of nature’s services. More important, Fig. 4 shows that it is the simultaneous loss of biological and cultural heritage that leads to a much
faster erosion of the indigenous knowledge metaweb.
Although the emphasis has been traditionally placed on the
ever-increasing effect of human activities on land and oceans,
there is a greater need to understand both the biological and
the cultural dimensions that underpin the realization of ecosystem services. Variation in knowledge can influence which
benefits people obtain from nature, whereas variation in plants
can constrain knowledge pools. Scaling this interplay between
knowledge and plant species at a regional scale is also essential
to draw generalizations that transcend the idiosyncrasies of
individual communities and obtain a mechanistic understanding of the drivers that shape human–plant interactions. Given
the joint effects of plants and cultural heritage on the robustness of the indigenous knowledge metaweb, further studies
linking both factors are important to maximize the discovery of
nature’s contributions to people. This will be especially crucial
in biodiversity hotspots and wilderness areas, where most of
Earth’s cultural and biological diversity co-occur (26) and
where ongoing linguistic extinction (27) could substantially diminish the ability of future generations to identify and benefit
from natural resources.

Materials and Methods
Study Area. Our study area encompasses three biomes (Amazonia, Andes, and
Chocó) within four countries in northwestern South America (Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia). The 57 communities in which ethnobotanical
data were collected can be classified ethnically into indigenous (n = 46), mestizo
(n = 10), and Afro-American (n = 1), although in this study we generically refer to
them as indigenous. Study communities were located in the southern Amazon
(n = 23), the northern Amazon (n = 15), the Andes (n = 13), and Chocó (n = 6).
We analyzed data from communities that had at least 10 participants.
Palm Services. Approval for this study was granted by the Committee for Ethical
Research of the Autonomous University of Madrid (no. 48–922). Before initiating data collection, we obtained oral informed consent at the community
level and then from individuals before each interview. Participants were informed of their right to discontinue the interviews at any time, and that all of
the information provided would be anonymized. Ethnobotanical data about
palms was collected making 2,137 interviews from March 2010 to December
2011, using a standard protocol (16, 28). Communities were selected on the
basis of having a uniform ethnic composition, different accessibility to markets, and access to primary forests to harvest palm resources. Two types of
participants were interviewed in each community: experts and general informants. Experts were selected by consensus during a meeting of societal
members, and subsequently interviewed using a walk-in-the woods approach,
by which all palm species present in forests were recorded and their vernacular
names and services registered. Before interviewing experts, a list of palm
species occurring in the region was compiled using refs. 29–31 to ensure that
all palm species were taken into account. Once experts were interviewed, we
used the list of vernacular names reported by experts to perform household
interviews with general informants. General informants were selected in a
stratified manner to have a representative sample of sex (women, n = 1,076;
men, n = 1,071) and age (18–30 y, 28%; 31–40 y, 23%; 41–50 y, 20%; 51–60 y,
13%; >60 y, 16%) classes. The number of informants were correlated with
community size (r = 0.428; P < 0.001) so that there was no bias in the sampling
effort. Interviews were made in Spanish or with a local interpreter when
needed. Field identification of palm specimens was performed using refs. 29–
31, and specimens were collected whenever our field identification needed
confirmation. Palm collecting permits were obtained from the Instituto

Fig. 4. Regional indigenous knowledge metaweb and its robustness to the extinction of plants and knowledge. Matrix rows and columns indicate plant
species and services, respectively, across the entire area of study, whereas dots depict that a particular plant species is employed for that specific service. The
color of dots denotes the number of communities that cite a given plant–service link. The metaweb is made up of 120 plant species, 250 services, and 1,743
links. (Inset) Robustness of the metaweb, measured as the size of the largest component, to the selective removal of an increasing fraction of plant nodes,
links (indicating knowledge), and both plant nodes and links. For names of plant species and services, see SI Appendix, Fig. S4.
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Turnover in Plant–Service Interactions. We decomposed the total dissimilarity
between two given indigenous knowledge networks (β) into two components:
plants and services (node) turnover (βbio), where differences in the presence/
absence of links between plants and the services they provide are the result of
a plant being present in one community but not in the other, and indigenous
knowledge (link) turnover (βcul), where differences in the presence/absence of
links between plants that co-occur in both communities and the services they
provide are a consequence of the cultural knowledge that one community,
but not the other, has on the service that plant provides. The relative importance of each component indicates to what extent knowledge networks are
shaped by biological heritage (βbio/β close to one) or by cultural heritage (βcul/β
close to one). Next, we calculated the cultural distance between community i
and the equivalent network (same nodes) in the metaweb (βi′), and classified
communities into keystone (βi′< one SD from the mean β′ value and a human
population size <500), source (βi′< one SD from the mean β′ value and a human population size >1,000), sink (βi′> one SD from the mean β′ value), and
standard (within one SD from the mean β′ value; SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Thus,
our classification of keystone communities accounts for their disproportionate
contribution to the indigenous knowledge metaweb in proportion to their
human population size. Human population size within communities ranged
from 30 to 13,000 (mean = 717; SD = 1,872). We measured turnover in plant–
service interactions between communities with the betalink function, and the
distance of each community from the metaweb with the beta_os_prime
function, both in the R package BETALINK (35). To explore whether similarity between communities in their use of shared plants [1−(βcul/β)] relates to
how much a given community resembles the metaweb (1−β′), the list of
pairwise values of shared knowledge 1−(βcul/β) was converted to a distance
matrix, using the list2dist function of the R package SPAA (36). This distance
matrix was used to perform a hierarchical clustering using the hclust function
of the R package STATS (37). We then plotted the cluster diagram using the
as.phylo function of the R package APE (38), coloring branches by their β′
values, using the function contMap in the R package PHYTOOLS (39).

Mantel Test. Mantel tests were run to find out whether turnover of knowledge
networks (i.e., β, βbio, βcul, βbio/β and βcul/β) correlated with differences in geographic or linguistic distance. Geographic distances between communities were
calculated using latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates and were logtransformed before computing Euclidean distances. Linguistic distances between communities were calculated using a presence/absence matrix of languages spoken in each community or using an abundance matrix with the
fraction of individuals that speak a given language in each community. To
control for spatial autocorrelation and to avoid inflating the apparent importance of the linguistic variables included in the analyses, we also ran partial
Mantel tests, in which the correlation with logarithmically transformed geographical distances was partialled out before calculating the correlation between
the different knowledge components and linguistic dissimilarities. The standardized form of the Mantel statistic (rM) was used, which is equivalent to the
Pearson correlation coefficient between two dissimilarity matrices. The statistical
significance of each correlation was established at the P < 0.001 level with a
Monte Carlo permutation test, using 999 random permutations. All analyses
were made using the vegdist and mantel functions in the R package VEGAN (40).
Simulations. We assessed the effect of species extinction or knowledge loss on
the metaweb by simulating the loss of plant species nodes and links stochastically. Nodes were removed with a probability proportionally inverse to their
geographic range. Similarly, links were removed with a probability inverse to
their frequency of citation. In addition, we simultaneously removed plant nodes
and links to test for the joint loss of plants and knowledge. Because the ratio
between the number of links (n = 1,743) and nodes (n = 120) was ∼15:1, we
removed as many links as indicated by this ratio for every node removed. In all
analyses, we ran 1,000 different simulations of node/link removals, using a
different random seed to initiate the stochastic process. Each simulation was
run until 100% of the nodes/links were removed. After 1,000 runs, we measured how the fraction of nodes fp or links fl removed affects the mean size of
the largest remaining cluster S, until its collapse (24, 41). The size of the largest
cluster is an indicator of the robustness of the networks, because as a critical
fraction of nodes (links) are removed, the network gets fragmented (i.e., extant nodes belong to several disjointed subnetworks). All simulations were
made in MATLAB (42). To plot the metaweb, we sorted the metaweb by row
and column totals, using the sortmatr function (43), and plotted it using the
heatmap function of the R package STATS (37).
Data and Materials Availability. The data that support the findings of this
study are available in the SI Appendix, Table S4.

Language Data. In each community, we conducted interviews to understand
the socioeconomic profile of all participants, including the languages spoken
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Palm Species Distributions. We made 1° grid square resolution distribution
maps for the 120 useful native palm species occurring in the study area (SI
Appendix, Table S3), using ArcGIS 10.1 (ESRI Inc; see ref. 17 for details). We
quantified the geographic range size of each of the palm species in our study
area by counting the number of 1° grid squares in which it is present. Species
distributions were intersected with coordinates of each indigenous community
to derive local species pools. In some cases, informants reported species from a
different ecoregion (e.g., Amazonian species reported in the Chocó). Knowledge about these nonnative species was removed from each community to
ensure uniformity across communities and equal exposure to palm resources
among participants within each community.

by them. Twenty-two languages were spoken in the study communities. We
used this linguistic information to build two indices that were then used in
our Mantel tests (see Mantel Test). The first index was binary, containing
presence/absence information on the languages spoken within each community. The second index contained quantitative information on the fraction of community members speaking a given language.
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Construction, Cultural, Environmental, Fuel, Human food, Medicinal and veterinary, Toxic, Utensils and tools, and Other uses. We defined a “service” as the
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